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Abstract
Records management reduces risk. While it’s certainly true that implementing a records
management program will reduce storage costs and enable your employees to work more
efficiently, an investment in records management is really an investment in the long-term
viability of your business or organization. That’s because a disciplined, enterprise-wide records
management program is the one strategic move organizations can make to mitigate against the
risk of unmanaged information.
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Executive Summary
If you’ve ever been sailing, you know that there’s one piece of equipment you
never leave on shore: your life vest. That’s because you know you need to be
prepared for any storm or mishap that may come your way.
When it comes to your business, a records management program should be as
important to you as a life vest is to a sailor. In a very real sense, records
management protects your business. It safeguards your company against the risk
and cost of content and provides a way to verify the integrity of your business
practices.
It may seem odd to think of content as a risk. We’re used to thinking of it as an
asset, which it certainly is. It represents your accumulated intellectual capital and
your competitive edge. But as you’ll see, content can also be a liability. Content
that is mismanaged—kept too long and not properly disposed of, stored without
context, or deleted when it should have been kept—can create problems for your
business. Fines and lawsuits are some of the dangers. Lost productivity is
another.
Fortunately, you can take steps to mitigate these problems by making Open Text®
Records Management part of your company’s Enterprise Content Management
system. Open Text is the long-established leader in records management
software.
But we urge you to think beyond technology. The goal should be to make records
management a discipline across your entire organization. It’s that important. By
making it an enterprise discipline, or practice, one that all employees recognize
the value of and ultimately embrace, you can improve efficiencies; automate
processes around content retention, disposition, and archiving; manage physical
and electronic records according to business policies and legal requirements;
and, at the end of the day, lessen the likelihood of costly fines and litigation.
With the explosive growth of information and the risk and cost that unmanaged
content represents, Open Text Records Management offers your business a life
vest against unforeseen storms.
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The Key Driver for Records Management:
Reducing Risk and Cost
There may be many tactical reasons for purchasing technology. But when you
look at software technology as a business investment, there really are just three
reasons why you spend the money: to support growth, to cut costs through
efficiency, or to protect the organization. Records management improves
efficiency for employees and reduces operational costs, but its primary value is
protecting your business through cost avoidance and risk aversion. Simply put,
records management enables you to minimize litigation-related costs and avoid
fines and sanctions by ensuring compliance.
In this paper we’ll talk about how the Open Text Records Management solution
can help you reduce IT costs and improve business performance, but our primary
focus will be on how it reduces your legal and fiscal liabilities.

A comprehensive content
lifecycle management
framework enables secure,
automated processes for
creating, capturing,
reviewing, storing, and
properly disposing of
records at the right time to
reduce risk and cost.

Records management: What it is and why it’s important
Generally speaking, a record is information that is generated or received and
used while conducting business and preserved as evidence of an organization’s
functions, policies, operations, projects, and activities. That context is important.
What records management actually does is give you the ability to understand that
business context and legal relevance, and to ensure that the retention and
disposition, or destruction, of content can be controlled in accordance with your
policies. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines records
management this way:
Field of management responsible for the efficient and systematic control of
the creation, receipt, maintenance, use and disposition of records, including
the processes for capturing and maintaining evidence of and information
about business activities and transactions in the form of records.
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In other words, records management helps you understand whether a given
piece of content has value from a business (or legal) perspective—and if so,
whether you should keep it and for how long. Not all content has legal or
business value. Records management helps you make that determination.

Getting started? There’s no time like the present
One thing is definitely true: content takes up space, whether it’s stored physically
in a warehouse somewhere or electronically on your servers. Records
management sorts the valuable from the valueless and further sorts the content
to keep from the content to get rid of—that itself is an important cost-saving step,
particularly now. The amount of content created and consumed is exploding.
Contributing to this rapid increase in the amount of content that businesses have
to manage are productivity tools like email and social media applications—such
as instant messaging and blogs.
Email is a primary culprit (along with shared drives)—and many companies still
are not managing it. At Open Text we’ve spoken with an alarming number of
organizations that have invested in email archiving systems without a records
management foundation. Within a short period, these organizations discover that
they’ve accumulated terabytes of data with no real sense of what all that
information represents, whether it’s valuable, and whether they should be actually
holding on to it.
Add to this situation the contribution from social media tools, which employees
are increasingly using to create and distribute business information and
collaborate with partners, customers, and other employees. Some of this content
clearly has legal and regulatory implications. Consider for example an employee
sending messages to another employee at a public company in the process of
being acquired. Could those messages be subject to regulations and
discoverable as part of a litigation process? You bet.
But if you have no way of tracking and analyzing documents, email, and other
content, including social media…
•

How do you know whether content being created and distributed by
employees (including the management team) has legal implications?

•

How can you tell where content is going and who has access to it?

•

How do you know which information is important and potentially damaging,
and which is harmless clutter?

Information: Asset or liability?
There’s no question that information is an asset. The accumulated information
within your organization represents your intellectual capital. It’s your competitive
edge—a key difference between your business and your competition. And some
information you store can be particularly helpful in resolving legal disputes.
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But as we’ve started to suggest, it can also be the albatross that weighs your
business down and leaves it vulnerable to legal and financial liability. In addition
to the cost tied to storing content, there are two primary scenarios in which
information puts a business at risk:
•

You got rid of information you should have kept (often referred to as
“spoliation”)

•

You possess information you should have gotten rid of (also known as “the
smoking gun”)

Both situations subject organizations and individuals to costs and legal
consequences.

Spoliation
Not all information needs to be kept. Some is simply clutter that takes up space
and, if left on your servers indefinitely, can make finding valuable information slow
and costly. However, that doesn’t mean you should simply clean house arbitrarily,
or in violation of the law. In fact, Deleting content that is subject to a discovery
request, or that could reasonably be considered pertinent in case of litigation, can
have dire consequences.1
In the case of Broccoli v. Echostar (August 2005), a Maryland district court held
Echostar responsible for failing to implement appropriate litigation holds and
record retention policies. The court found that the company’s 21-day automatic
disposition policy—especially in light of impending litigation—was “extraordinary”
and “risky,” even under “normal circumstances.” The court granted Broccoli’s
motion for sanctions, which included an adverse-inference instruction sanction—
in other words, the judge told the jury they could assume the worst.

The smoking gun
The smoking gun is the other side of spoliation. The most frustrating element of a
“smoking gun” email or other content surfacing during discovery is knowing that it
could have been destroyed if the company’s own policy had been followed. The
CEO of a well-known manufacturer of commercial jetliners and military aircraft,
for example, was ousted by the company’s Board of Directors in 2005 after
discovering an ill-advised email depicting an affair with a co-worker. Ethics
notwithstanding, there was little reason why this email needed to remain on the
mail server as long as it did.
While the ideal solution to such problems is to prevent them from happening in
the first place, no matter what steps you take, chances are that at some point

1

See A. Farber & Partners, Inc. v. Garber (2006), which held that “There is no doubt that a
litigant has a duty to preserve evidence it knows or should know is relevant to imminent
litigation.
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damaging content is going to end up stored on your servers. And attorneys are
paid hefty fees to find it.

The high-priced counsel
It’s during a discovery process that some companies really find out how much
information costs. The more content you store, the longer it will take for attorneys
to sift through it all in the event of a court-ordered discovery or the threat of
litigation. The costs incurred throughout the eDiscovery processes are often
directly correlated to the volume of information in an organization. In fact,
2
according to Gartner one GB of data can result in $18,750 in legal review fees,
or nearly $20 million per terabyte.
In a recent case involving chip maker AMD, for example, projections estimated
that 6 to 8 terabytes of subpoenaed content would require 100 lawyers working
for several months just to sift through it all. Undoubtedly, a great deal of that
content was harmless and irrelevant and could easily have been disposed of
without legal impact—saving untold sums of money while attorneys looked for the
needle in the haystack.
This brings us to another way unmanaged information is a problem…

The hidden costs of storing content
While it’s true that the price of storage disks has dropped substantially, and will
likely continue on that trend, disk price isn’t the whole story. Aside from the risk of
the smoking gun or the cost of eDiscovery, storing absolutely everything3 impacts
your organization in other ways:
•

IT overhead: Stored content has a cost. Hardware devices, backup and
restore procedures, system performance, energy requirements,
administration overhead—these costs add up over time and impact the
bottom line.

•

Efficiency: Estimates vary, but according to some, business users may
spend 20 percent of their time searching for or re-creating content they
couldn’t find. That inefficiency is a drag on your business.

2

Gartner, “E-Discovery: Project Planning and Budgeting, 2008–2011,” February 2008.

3

Ibid. According to Gartner, up to 90 percent of stored data is redundant or out of date.
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A 30% reduction in the
amount of content being
retained on a daily basis will,
over a long period of time,
have an exponential impact
on the total volume of
content stored.

An efficient system for storing, managing, and disposing of content helps alleviate
the hidden costs of storing content. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP)
in the United States, for example, as well as evolving guidance worldwide, have
clearly established that it is not necessary to save everything or to save it forever:
Absent exceptional circumstances, a court may not impose sanctions under
these rules on a party for failing to provide electronically stored information
lost as a result of the routine, good-faith operation of an electronic
information system. (FRCP Rule 37(e))
In other words, the FRCP provides for the right of companies to dispose of
transitory and unimportant stored information—provided it’s done according to a
documented and systematic process (“routine, good-faith operation”). To meet
that requirement, though, companies must be able to demonstrate that they’re
following an established, well-documented, and systemized electronic records
management process.
And that leads us to a key concept regarding records management.
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Records Management as a Discipline
At Open Text, we counsel our customers to think beyond the traditional view of
records management as the sole responsibility of a records manager. We see the
emergence within organizations of an Information Architect, who can help the
larger business understand that records management can’t be limited to the
dusty confines of a back-room office. To achieve that goal, we urge you to think of
records management as a discipline.

Integrated within the
Open Text ECM Suite,
Open Text Records
Management encourages
end-user adoption by
allowing users to designate
content as records from
within their preferred
applications, regardless of
how that content is created
or where it’s stored.

End-user involvement is vital
Creating a records management discipline means making it part of the
organization’s standard business practice. It means encouraging everyone—from
an entry-level intern to the CEO—to think about whether content they create or
manage should be identified as a record; and if so, in what context.
Distinguishing important content from the trivial enables the records management
system to save or dispose of content appropriately and at the right time.
To some degree, this requires a cultural shift in the organization, getting people to
think about content differently. It likely means some education for the workforce
on what records management is and why, in this era of regulation and litigation,
records management is a strategic priority for the organization’s long-term
survival and success.
But making it a discipline requires more than education. End users may
understand the importance of records management, but if the system is unwieldy
or difficult to use—if it becomes a burden that stands in the way of doing their
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day-to-day work—they will be reluctant to embrace it and may even circumvent it.
And without the acceptance of end users, the effectiveness of your records
management program may be limited. That’s because preventing the two
scenarios that put a business at risk—saving anything and everything, and
deleting indiscriminately—requires awareness of all content, not just some of it.
There are various ways to approach this requirement, which gets at two of the
key advantages of the Open Text Records Management solution: integration and
flexibility.

Encouraging end-user adoption through integration
Open Text encourages end-user adoption of records management by making it
seamless, transparent, and easy. Through integration with enterprise
applications—especially Microsoft, SAP, and Oracle—Open Text Records
Management enables users to indicate and manage records in the work
environment they’re already comfortable with.
In a Microsoft Outlook environment, for example, users are provided with
common-sense mechanisms that allow them to begin classifying new and
existing email messages within their mailboxes. Users can apply role-based
classifications to their existing folder structures, making those mail folders
“records enabled” and transparently applying records controls to existing content
as well as messages placed into the folders. Users can also apply classifications
on a per-message basis, either from within the inbox or as they are composing
new email messages.

Assigning a classification to
a Microsoft Outlook folder
ensures that all existing
messages in the folder, and
messages subsequently
placed into the folder, inherit
the classification and are
ingested into the managed
repository accordingly.

The Open Text integration with Outlook also allows organizations to automate the
process of disposing of “transitory” (or unimportant) email. The organization can
define a “disposition period”—90 days, for example—after which any messages
in the mailbox not identified by the user as having value are marked for
disposition. This process gives organizations the ability to establish policy and
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structure for disposing of unimportant content which, if kept, would add
unnecessary cost and risk.
Similarly with SharePoint, users with appropriate permissions can select
documents, folders, or entire sites and queue them for archiving. And once
SharePoint content is captured into the managed repository, it can also be
managed as a business record, allowing its lifecycle (retention and disposition) to
be governed according to policy.
In fact, Open Text’s relationship with Microsoft and integration with Microsoft
applications are unusually strong. For instance, Open Text is also the only ECM
vendor with an office on the Microsoft campus in Seattle. This relationship gives
us unique access to Microsoft engineering and allows us to go deeper in our
integration with SharePoint, Outlook, and other Microsoft applications so
important to business users.
Open Text offers an equally deep integration with SAP, going back to 1992. We’re
the only vendor to build a technology partnership with SAP that focuses on
integrating records management directly within the SAP GUI. Since the early
days of archiving, our document management and document archiving solutions
have evolved from an ordinary document repository for SAP to a powerful,
enterprise-wide ECM framework with the ability to manage terabytes of SAP
documents and to integrate these documents within SAP and non-SAP business
processes.

Extended ECM for SAP
Solutions (which includes
Open Text Records
Management) is tightly
integrated with the SAP
Business Suite, the result of
more than 20 years of
partnership, integration, and
reselling experience.

Moreover since 2006, Open Text and SAP have been co-developing records
management solutions and product roadmaps to meet the needs of our joint
customers. As a result, Open Text solutions can now leverage SAP metadata to
drive retention schedules for content. We also provide organizations with the
ability to make records management transparent to SAP users. Finally, we’re still
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the only vendor to have received DoD 5015.2 Version 3 certification for SAP. Not
just the first, the only.
Given the importance of SAP in most organizations, our partnership can
significantly increase acceptance of records management across your
organization, making it easier for end users to adopt and embrace while
simplifying upgrades for the IT organization.

Ensuring adoption through flexibility
Recognizing that one-size-fits-all is not realistic or helpful for our customers,
Open Text offers a flexible approach that adjusts to your organizational processes
and decision-making preferences. For example, some organizations want heavy
involvement by their end users. That is, they want all or most end users to make
individual decisions about which content should be saved as a record. Others
prefer auto-classification to minimize the reliance on users to ensure conformity
with records management policies. In either case, it’s clear that end users will
need to be involved at some level.
For organizations that prefer to automate the process, Open Text can
transparently apply record classification to SharePoint content, email, content
created through social media applications, and other types of documents, both
physical and electronic. This approach can ensure that business content is
appropriately categorized and retention and disposition is controlled in
accordance with the overall records management plan.
One way to achieve this compliance with corporate policies is to set up rules and
policies that are automatically applied to folders and locations within a repository
where content is stored. This is a strategy we refer to as “intelligent
classification.” This approach ensures that content placed in those locations will
automatically inherit folder properties. The determination of which folders or
locations have which classifications can be made centrally to alleviate the need to
rely on users.
For most organizations, a combined approach is probably best. Given recent
precedence, many companies rely on a sufficiently trained and certified business
user who probably has the best understanding of what content should constitute
a record. Pairing that philosophy with a robust system of scanning and classifying
documents by applying intelligent classification reassures organizations that they
are adhering to records management regulations at an appropriate and sufficient
level.
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Five principles of records management
Flexibility and integration are two key differentiators of the Open Text Records
Management solution. They are necessary for the widespread adoption of
records management as an enterprise discipline. However, they’re not the only
important characteristics of a successful records management program. We
suggest that you design your program along these five principles:
•

Defensible: The records management program should include record
classification, retention, and disposition policies that map accurately to
regulations and legislation with regard to all types of content.

•

End-to-end: The records management program should be built on a
comprehensive content lifecycle management framework that enables
automated, secure processes for capturing, retaining, and properly disposing
of records at the right time.

•

All-inclusive: The records management programs should extend to the
entire enterprise—with centralized authority and access to manage all
corporate content on the one hand, and the flexibility to include end users in
the process at the appropriate level on the other.

•

Integrated: The records management program must be seamlessly
integrated with discovery and litigation support systems, with enterprise
applications such as SharePoint and SAP, and with storage and other backend systems.

•

Cost-effective: The records management must enable cost-effective storage
for all corporate content, intelligently analyzing content and automatically
moving it to the appropriate storage medium to minimize storage costs.
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Open Text: Leadership, Expertise, and Vision
Regardless of your organization’s strategy with regard to records management—
whether, for example, you take a centralized approach or one that relies on
greater user participation—there’s no question that your records management
program relies to a large degree on the having the right technology as a
foundation. Open Text Records Management enables your program to achieve
the goals of being defensible, end-to-end, all-inclusive, integrated, and costeffective. Moreover, the Open Text Records Management solution is unique
among offerings on the market based on the following characteristics:
•

Leadership

•

Comprehensive approach

•

Certified solutions

•

Agnostic philosophy

•

Physical and electronic media

Open Text has a rich history
of meeting customer needs
with visionary records
management software
integrated with technology
from other leading vendors.

History of leadership
Open Text has a long track record of leadership and expertise in records
management. Open Text has also been recognized numerous times by industry
analysts such as Gartner and Forrester Research. In the most recent Forrester
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4

Wave™ report on records management , for example, Open Text received the
5
highest score in terms of current offering : “In addition to solid records
management capabilities and complementary solutions, Open Text’s packaged
integrations with SAP and Microsoft SharePoint make it a compelling choice for
many enterprises.”

Comprehensive approach to managing content
Open Text offers the industry’s most comprehensive set of solutions to extend
records management to both physical media and electronic content, including the
full range of content stored in email, instant messaging, file systems, and content
repositories, including SAP and SharePoint.
The Open Text Records Management solution is built on a content lifecycle
management (CLM) framework and integrated within a comprehensive suite of
enterprise content management components. This approach enables you to
apply one set of polices to all content to ensure automated, secure, and approved
processes for retaining, storing, and preserving records.

Solutions certified on SharePoint and SAP
Open Text announced on January 14, 2009 that it had received the latest version
of the U.S. Department of Defense's Standard for Records Management
certification (DoD 5015.2-STD V3 April 2007) for its advanced records
management offerings. Among ECM providers (including IBM, Oracle, and EMC),
Open Text is the only one with DoD 5015.2 certification for a SharePoint
integration. In addition, Open Text Extended ECM for SAP® Solutions has
received the only certification for a solution in support of SAP solutions. Open
Text can also be used to meet ISO 15489 compliance and will meet MoReq2
requirements when the new standards are adopted across Europe.
These certifications demonstrate Open Text’s commitment to meeting our
customers’ requirements for compliance with government regulations, as well as
our commitment to removing barriers to user adoption. Our integration with
numerous enterprise applications such as SharePoint and SAP makes it easy for
end users to classify records while working in their preferred environment.

4

Brian Hill, Forrester Research. “The Forrester Wave: Records Management, Q2 2009.”
June 23, 2009.
5

Ibid. The Forrester report evaluates current offerings by focusing on “fundamentals such
as certifications, physical and electronic records management functionality, breadth of
capabilities for enterprise asset types, and eDiscovery support as well as core technology
architecture.”
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Vendor-agnostic philosophy
IT environments are complex. That’s reality in large organizations especially. In
this environment, your IT vendors should play nicely with others.
Open Text takes a unique, repository-agnostic approach to records management,
separating the user experience from the underlying information repositories so
that users can apply records management principles to content regardless of
where it’s stored. At the same time, Open Text provides a storage-agnostic
virtualization layer that allows seamless interoperation with a wide variety of
storage devices—including HP, EMC, Sun, IBM, Hitachi Data Systems, and
Network Appliance. The benefit to you is that we fit into your existing ecosystem
and leverage your existing investment.

With Open Text, content can
be moved automatically to
less expensive storage
devices as the content’s
usefulness changes over
time. This capability is one
of the benefits of the Open
Text Records Management
solution, which works
seamlessly with a wide
variety of storage devices.

Ability to manage all content—physical, electronic, and
social media
The Open Text Records Management solution has superior capabilities for
managing physical records. When we talk about records management, we’re
referring primarily to email and electronic content. In fact, many software vendors
seem to have forgotten that records management started out as a way of
managing physical documents. Not Open Text. We know that a records
management solution can help through:
•

Barcode label management—Supporting the use of XML-based color labels
and barcode labels for physical records such as folders, boxes, and shelves

•

Warehouse management—Enabling you to box items, send transfers to
internal or offsite storage facilities, and actually manage the space in the
warehouse.
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•

Circulation management—Allowing users to borrow, request for future
borrowing, and pass either single or multiple records in a single step

At the same time, we’re also looking forward and helping businesses address the
requirements of a Web 2.0 world—and beyond. We’re taking a proactive
approach to social media and Web 2.0, working with our customers to determine
the best way to maintain a records management discipline in an environment in
which content is dynamic, fluid, and more difficult to capture. At Open Text, we
help our customers manage their existing content in any format while adapting to
an increasingly digital world.

Creating value from your content
Ultimately what Open Text does better than anyone else is to make information a
powerful asset—a source of innovation, efficiency, and profit. The Open Text
ECM Suite, which includes the Open Text Records Management solution,
enables you to synthesize, understand, and bring order to your organization’s
content while reducing the cost and risk that unmanaged content represents.
At Open Text, we think of ourselves as more than a technology provider. We
would like to be your partner and advisor, complementing our market-leading
products with recommended best practices and deployment methodologies. Our
goal is to help you implement an enterprise-wide program that will ultimately
reduce your organization’s exposure.
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About Open Text
Open Text is a leader in Enterprise Content Management (ECM). With two
decades of experience helping organizations overcome the challenges
associated with managing and gaining the true value of their business content,
Open Text stands unmatched in the market.
Together with our customers and partners, we are truly The Content Experts™,
supporting 46,000 organizations and millions of users in 114 countries around the
globe. We know how organizations work. We have a keen understanding of how
content flows throughout an enterprise, and of the business challenges that
organizations face today.
It is this knowledge that gives us our unique ability to develop the richest array of
tailored content management applications and solutions in the industry. Our
unique and collaborative approach helps us provide guidance so that our
customers can effectively address business challenges and leverage content to
drive growth, mitigate risk, increase brand equity, automate processes, manage
compliance, and generate competitive advantage. Organizations can trust the
management of their vital business content to Open Text, The Content Experts.

www.opentext.com
Sales:

sales@opentext.com
1-800-499-6544

Support:

support@opentext.com
1-800-540-7292
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